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Introduction to Programmes and Services
• We promote
  – knowledge of our language abroad
  – and foster international cultural cooperation.
• We convey
  – a comprehensive image of our countries by providing information about cultural, social and political life in our nations.
• Our cultural and educational programmes
  – encourage intercultural dialogue
  – enable cultural involvement.
  – strengthen the development of structures in civil society and foster worldwide mobility.
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OVERVIEW

CULTURE

A stage in Scotland for the German art scene and for intercultural exchanges

LANGUAGE

German language courses & exams, as well as workshops and seminars for teachers of German

LIBRARY

Resources on contemporary Germany and teaching and studying German as a foreign language.
• German most commonly spoken mother tongue in Europe with over 100 million people speaking it as their first language.

• Learning German enhances educational and career opportunities.

• Support for the British education system, schools and teachers in introducing and maintaining the German language in schools, strengthening multilingualism and intercultural dialogue.

• Diverse language courses for professionals, students and those just learning German for fun.
OUR OFFERS FOR GERMAN TEACHERS

• Lesson plans and materials
• Professional Development Courses for German Teachers
• Events for teachers (i.e. teacher training day)
• Workshops (i.e. German Language Adventure)
• Film screenings for school classes
• Promotional items
• Newsletter (https://www.goethe.de/ins/gb/en/new.html)
CULTURAL PROGRAMME AND LIBRARY

• Cultural programme focuses on contemporary discourse in arts and society.
• Close collaboration with other institutions in interdisciplinary projects
• Throughout the year many innovative events — open to everyone!
• Through our libraries, websites and social media up-to-date information on contemporary German culture and society.
• Over 20,000 German books, newspapers, films and more are also available via our elibrary - for free!
Goethe-institut Glasgow

3 Park Circus
Glasgow G3 6AX

Tel: + 44 141 3322555
info-glasgow@goethe.de

teacher-services-glasgow@goethe.de

www.goethe.de/ins/gb/en
www.goethe.de/ins/gb/en/spr
Programmes and services

- On-line teaching materials: books, magazines, sequences for the classroom, posters…
- Continuous Professional Development.
- Contact an exchange: Spanish and British schools.
- Promotion of Spanish language and culture.
- Collaboration with national and local authorities and universities.
Consejería de Educación
Services
Publications
Consejería de Educación
Services
3 types of French courses

General French
3 hours per week
Morning or evening

Lunch Conversation
1 hour per week

Workshops
cinema, literature,
translation, summer
camps, after school

And events throughout the year!

Concerts
Dance
French events
Talks
Supporting Teaching

Digital Library

Thousands of resources: press, literature, music...

Contact: culturetheque@institutfrancais.com

Online Community

French education in the world

Accès à la plateforme: https://www.ifprofs.org/

Catalogue of several hundred films

An open editorial line to the French cinema

Informations et inscription: https://ifcinema.institutfrancais.com/fr/
Learning of French language and discovery of contemporary literature

Selection of 12 creations

French song selection for smartphones and tablets

Enigmas that promote diversity and linguistic culture
Supporting French language in Scottish schools

=> Initial and in-service training of primary and secondary teachers

=> Promotion of the Language Assistant programme in British schools and in partnership with the British Council

=> Development of bilingual sections in the Scottish school system

=> Promoting Francophonie / French language competition to primary and secondary schools
A little corner of France in the heart of Edinburgh

Institut français d’Écosse
West Parliament Square
Edinburgh, EH1 1RF

0131 285 6030

ifecosse.extranet-aec.com/extranet

ifecosse.edimbourg-cslt@diplomatie.gouv.fr